
 

  A federated network of 
interoperable infrastructures for 
the analysis, management and 

sharing of genomic oncology data.  
 
 
The way scientists are nowadays investigating and understanding human disease is largely evolving towards a new a 
data-centric paradigm that relies on the acquisition and analysis of large amounts of molecular and clinical data from 
large groups of patients. Thousands of clinical studies around the world are now constantly uncovering molecular and 
genomic biomarkers for hundreds of diseases, at unprecedented rates, setting up the bases of an improved and more 
Patient-centric Medicine. We can now start understanding the molecular and genomic basis of the different ways that 
different patients manifest each disease, to ultimately design and generate more efficient and precise clinical protocols.  
 

Since the possibilities of extracting information 
and making valuable biomedical discoveries 
from these datasets largely depends on their 
size and quality, emerging initiatives are 
continuously covering more patients and wider 
ranges of molecular and clinical data types. 
Furthermore, the possibilities for combining and 
reanalyzing compatible datasets generated by 
different centers, increases even more the 
possibilities of uncovering deeper layers of the 
molecular and genetic architecture of diseases. 
For this reason, we need to build technical, 
methodological and legal frames that allow, not 

only the analysis and management of the data, but also its exchange and sharing. These infrastructures are also 
constituting the foundation of a globalized Personalized Medicine, where the exchange of data between healthcare 
systems will allow selecting even more effective treatments for a wider range of patients.  
 
In response to this need, different reference centers on genomic oncology from Canada and Europe have joined efforts 
under the EUCANCan project (www.eucancan.com), which intends to explore the possibilities and overcome the 
challenges around the analysis, management and sharing of cancer genomics data across different countries. 
EUCANCan’s objectives are: (1) harmonize protocols for the identification and interpretation of germline and somatic 
variation profiles within cancer genomes; (2) generate strategies for the flow, management, storage and distribution of 
data within and across EUCANCan nodes; (3) define 
community standards for data elements, types and 
formats; (4) develop an open and accessible data 
portals for the searching and download of 
EUCANCan data; and (5) define an ethical and legal 
frame to ensure the secure sharing of protected 
individual genomic and phenotypic data across 
countries. The infrastructure will also provide a 
proving ground for federated genome analysis 
systems that may one day be integrated into national 
and regional healthcare systems. 

 

EUCANCan is as a Driver Project in the Global Alliance for Genomes and Health  (www.ga4gh.org) 
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